Booth Heights – Near East Vail Interchange

Middle Creek, Lot 3 – Near the Main Vail Interchange

VAIL HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
IMPORTANT UPDATE:
Booth Heights and the Middle Creek, Lot 3 Housing Project
Vail Resorts To Build At Booth Heights and Threatens Legal Action
January 26, 2021
At the January 19th Town Council meeting, the Pre-Development Agreement for Booth Heights and the Lot 3
Middle Creek Housing project was abruptly pulled off the agenda. That was because VR sent a last-minute
letter objecting to the Agreement. This Special Update examines the implications of that letter, the Town’s
response and what this means for the future of the Booth Heights property.
Up until recently, the public had been led to believe that VR was working with the Town to achieve a “winwin” outcome for Booth Heights and that it had only “paused” its participation because of having to deal with
the COVID 19 pandemic. That “win-win” outcome was a land swap in which VR and the TOV would
exchange Lot 3 for the Booth Heights property. For a year, the Town has been diligently working toward that
result, clearing title to Lot 3 and preparing to move the Children’s Garden Center of Learning to a new location.
In that connection, the TOV has entered into agreements, authorized the hiring of consultants and contractors
and generally made preparations to be able to make the land swap.
When it was believed that VR had “paused” its participation, the TOV proceeded with negotiations with
Triumph Development to keep the project moving forward. That resulted in the Pre-Development Agreement
that was on the Town Council agenda last week. Importantly, the agreement maintained the ability of the Town
to make the land swap with VR whenever it was ready to reengage in the process.
Now this most recent move of VR raises the question of whether VR ever intended to do any swap and whether
it was acting in good faith when it indicated to the TOV that it was willing to do so. Here is the VR letter.
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According to VR, it intends “to move forward with the Booth Heights project in the shortest timeframe
possible.” Apparently, contrary to what VR said only a month ago, the pandemic is no long an obstacle since,
according to its letter, VR now “is committed to moving forward as soon as possible with the Booth Heights
project.” Moreover, VR claims that any further steps by the TOV would be “a very significant breach of the
good faith relationship between the Town and Vail Resorts.” And VR concludes by threatening legal action
against the Town and Triumph. So much for any “win-win” situation.
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The Town has replied to VR. Here is its response.
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With respect to good faith, it appears that the TOV has been acting in good faith in an effort to both protect the
environment and bighorn sheep, while at the same time providing affordable housing alternatives. If, as the
letter implies, VR always intended to develop the Booth Heights property, then its good faith in the negotiations
with the TOV is called into question. VR also claims that it “has every interest in the Plans and Related
Materials” but acknowledged that it tried to buy them from Triumph. If it were true that VR had “every
interest” in the plans, it would not need to buy them.
VR’s response also raises the larger question of corporate responsibility and to what degree is VR willing to be
a responsible corporate citizen. There is overwhelming community support for protecting the natural
environment and, in particular, the bighorn sheep. That includes maintaining the Booth Heights property as
open space. While there is also community support for providing affordable housing, the two are not mutually
exclusive, especially when the TOV has taken concrete steps to create a pathway to meet housing goals that
does not require a housing project at Booth Heights.
In earlier times, VR’s predecessor attuned its corporate policies to reflect community values even when those
values might have been inconsistent with the bottom line. That is what a good partner does. What has now
been put into question by VR’s letter is whether community values any longer matter to VR.
In light of VR’s response, the VHA now urges that it is time for the TOV to begin preparations to condemn the
Booth Heights property. It seems that is the only way community values concerning the property can be
realized.
*****

The VHA Reports cover a broad range of issues, all aimed at protecting the quality of life and ensuring good
governance. Our most valuable tool in influencing decision makers is through the proactive engagement of our
informed readers. For that reason, your participation magnifies the effectiveness of our message. If you value
our work, we invite you to join VHA or become a subscriber to our reports. Your support will ensure that the
VHA can continue to bring such matters to the community’s attention and, by doing so, make a difference for
the good and the future of our community.
It is you, our members and subscribers, who sustain our efforts with financial and vocal support.
For further membership or subscriber information, please send an email to vailhomeownersassoc@gmail.com
and specify if your interest is as a member or subscriber.
Post Office Box 238 Vail, Colorado 81658
Telephone: (970) 827-5680 Email: vha@vail.net Website: www.vailhomeowners.com
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